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C.2 
Development 
environment 

Pros: Large possibilities to customize the virtual assistant, the bot 
framework SDK is available for .NET, JavaScript / Node.js, Python 
and Java. The Bot Framework Emulator is an open source 
application that allows to host the virtual assistant locally which 
enable tests before deploying the virtual assistant on the Azure 
cloud.  
Cons: No cons. 

4 

C.3 
Conversational 
robustness 

Pros: If the intent is not recognized, the platform allows to build a 
dialog in order to guide the user. The bot attempts to deal with 
spelling mistakes through the autocorrect feature. 
Cons: No cons. 

3 

C.4 
User interface 
customization 

Pros: Multiple user interface customization options with css and 
JavaScript. 
Cons: An interface facilitating easy customization would be 
valuable. 

3 

C.5 
Interesting 
add-ons  

Pros: A personalisation feature exists that can add personality to 
the assistant. It can be set to be personal, friendly, and can pick up 
language nuances. Microsoft Azure covers 17 languages including 
seven languages which is at least the official language of one 
country in the European Union. 
Cons: Having pre-trained intent for general conversation could 
significantly accelerate the process of developing of the virtual 
assistant. For Azure this feature is less advanced than other 
evaluated solutions. 

3 

C.6 
Business user 
friendliness 

Pros: It is possible to set up and maintain the environment without 
strong technical knowledge 
Cons: It can be difficult to understand the full architecture of the 
virtual assistant, for specific adjustments and errors the support 
services or a technical business profile with understanding of 
conversational AI will be required. 

2 

C.7 Monitoring 

Pros: Within Ms Azure conversational tools, there is the bot 
analytics for statistics on the virtual assistance usage and 
performance. Azure Application Insights allows to monitor events, 
performances and errors of the virtual assistant. 
Cons: No cons. 

4 

C.8 Documentation 

Pros: Ms Azure conversational tools are well documented, with 
multiple online tutorials on how to use the different 
functionalities. Furthermore, the documentation is really specific 
and exhaustive, all tools, features and options are explained. 
Cons: As tool versions are updated regularly, tutorials might be 
suitable for older versions. 

3 

C.9 Support 

Pros: A workload specialist can assist on the technology of the 
virtual assistant. There also are other support services, and a 
helpline available 24/7, seven days a week.  
Cons: No cons. 

3 

C.10 Pricing 

Pros: Azure prices is flexible between the different services you 
use. It is a pay-per-use based pricing. There are ways to customize 
your pricing to fit your needs and to modify it to enlarge the 
scope.  

4 
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languages including eight language which is at least the official 
language of one country in the European Union. 
Cons: Training the acoustic model would require training data for 
the specific accents, user types foreseen that might be difficult to 
obtain. 

C.6 
Business user 
friendliness 

Pros: A business person with no knowledge about programming 
language or developing can easily understand the basic feature of 
the Watson Assistant and look at the analytic tools to get n good 
overview.  
Cons: The architecture of the virtual assistant can be difficult to 
understand and process. For specific adjustments and errors the 
support services or a technical business profile with understanding 
of conversational AI will be required. 

2 

C.7 Monitoring 

Pros: Watson Assistant provides an analytics window to monitor 
virtual assistant’s answer and possible errors. The platform 
provides analytics to guide model maintenance. 
Cons: No cons. 

4 

C.8 Documentation 

Pros: The documentation on IBM cloud is complete. It ranges from 
basic solution and simple virtual assistant architecture to specific 
and complex architecture. Furthermore, there is a community 
around Watson, with several questions about it on forums.  
Cons: As tool versions are updated regularly, available tutorials 
and documentation might refer to older versions. 

3 

C.9 Support 

Pros: IBM can provide assistance through online consultation 
booking. Large community around Watson exists online. 
Dedicated IBM support teams to assist client. 
Cons: No 24/7 helpline available for immediate support. 

3 

C.10 Pricing 

Pros: IBM pricing is pay-per-use for the services selected. The 
speech-to-text is based on minutes per month and text-to-speech 
is based on numbers of characters. Finally, the Watson Discovery 
service is based on number of document per month. This offers 
flexibility and scalability to build a package suitable for the scope. 
Cons: No cons. 

4 

C.11 
Presence in EU 
institutions 

Pros: IBM has a relationship with many EU institutions providing 
cloud and other services. IBM is part of the EU Expert group on AI 
since 2018. IBM is working with several EU institutions at 
inspirational level around Watson technologies. References of 
conversational AI deployed at EU governmental level has been 
provided.  
Cons: No formal reference for conversational AI at EU institutions 
could be provided. 

3 

C.12 
Architecture 
impact 

Pros: From an architectural perspective (considering the OP 
portal’s current cloud provider), IBM Watson can be hosted, but 
with a higher complexity of integration in comparison to other 
evaluated vendors.   
Cons: IBM is not a current cloud provider to EU institutions.  
Keeping in mind the full industrialization of the OPIA in the future, 
it means that the architecture complexity will increase from an 
integration point of view. 

2 
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C.6 
Business user 
friendliness 

Pros: The platforms usability is a main feature, it is a powerful 
virtual assistant to business people with different skills and 
knowledge. The simplicity facilitates easy learning with no 
advanced knowledge about conversational AI needed as a 
prerequisite. 
Cons: No cons. 

4 

C.7 Monitoring 

Pros: Chatlayer provides a dashboard and an error board to 
control the efficiency of your virtual assistant and re-train it if it 
shows a source of error. 
Cons: Even though the tools cover monitoring, other providers 
evaluated go beyond expectation offering a dedicated service for 
monitoring. 

3 

C.8 Documentation 

Pros: Chatlayer’s documentation is clear and complete, 
everything is available on their website. 
Cons: The documentation is focused on basics aspects of the 
platform, with complexity to guide users through advanced 
customisation and newly added features. There is not a large 
online community for QnA and assistance tutorials available. 

2 

C.9 Support 

Pros: Chatlayer provides support from 8:30 till 17:30 for the 4 
packages. With the enterprise and corporate package, Chatlayer 
provides premium support with priority ticketing. Chatlayer 
usually responds within 24h of request. 
Cons: No 24/7 helpline available for immediate support. For 
packages lower than the corporate level, no priority services are 
granted. 

3 

C.10 Pricing 

Pros: Chatlayer provides four packages. The professional is a 
starting point with possible upgrade to the enterprise package in 
case high usage of assistant availability occurs.  
Cons: Pay per use is not a pricing option, The fixed price package 
allows less flexibility and limits the amount of messages to the 
assistant. 

2 

C.11 
Presence in EU 
institutions 

Pros: Chatlayer has already been used for bot development by EU 
institutions such as the European Parliament and the European 
Commission. 
Cons: The platform relies on other providers for cloud services 
and does not offer a wider range of services. 

4 

C.12 
Architecture 
impact 

Pros: As Chatlayer is hosted on Microsoft Azure full 
industrialization of the OPIA will have no additional integration 
complexities. Ms Azure is an official cloud provider to EU 
institutions.  
Cons: No cons. 

4 

3.3 Evaluation 

The table below represents the final evaluation of the three providers based on the eleven criteria we 
defined previously. Each criteria has its own weight to communicate the importance of the criteria to the 
OPIA scope. Criteria directly related to the development and functionalities of the Intelligent Assistant 
and the included features have been weighted on a higher basis than other criteria.  
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3.4 Proposed selection 

The main goal of the technology selection is to ensure that the best conversational AI platform is selected 
to deliver the OPIA POC scope. Even though all three providers in the final comparison could cover the 
OPIA scope, Deloitte’s evaluation would be that Microsoft Azure is the most suitable platform for 
developing the Intelligent Assistant. 

Azure’s offering is comprehensive and developer friendly. Microsoft Azure Bot Services offers 
developer-friendly tools, powerful deployment solutions and cloud architecture, and includes multiple 
interesting add on features as part of the broader Azure portfolio. The Bot Framework Composer tool is 
user friendly and offers powerful analytics to enable developers to continuously react to the changing 
state of conversations. These tools include Azure Application Insights to monitor events, performances 
and errors of the virtual assistant. This, along with Microsoft’s enterprise and industry expertise will 
allow the development of complex solutions.  

All the Publication Office features for the OPIA can be addressed using this tool. Features such as LUIS, 
and Bot Framework Composer facilitate a smooth conversation and search. These skills will assist in 
adapting the OPIA to suit the sensitive user audience as defined as part of the RDDA study. 

4.  Conclusion 

The proposed solution for the OPIA is recommended as Microsoft Azure. The offering covers all the 
requirements set out for the OPIA POC. The platform is comprehensive, with a strong development 
environment that includes interesting add on features such as adding a personality to the assistant that 
can be suitable for the Publication Office beyond the POC scope. 

The next steps include the following:  

 Integration with the OP Portal: Integration of Microsoft Azure Bot Services should be without 

complication as the OP Portal is hosted with this provider. The OP portal API will be used to retrieve 

documents for the OPIA project scope.  

 OPIA development: The two key functionalities, text-to-speech and intelligent search assistant 

will be developed. 

The following attention points are going to be addressed: 

 Maintenance of the assistant: Azure Application Insights allows to monitor events, performances 

and errors of the virtual assistant. These powerful analytic tools enable continuous monitoring. 

Business user-friendliness is an attention point raised in our evaluation as the architecture of the 

Azure bot services virtual assistant is complex. Due to the learning curve, we suggest on boarding 

a more technical business profile to monitor the OPIA. 

 Support services: Microsoft Azure offers support services to assist with any queries, integration 

and development questions regarding their products and features. The extent of the support is to 

be evaluated to ensure that this is suitable for implementation that goes beyond the POC scope.  

 Pricing arrangements: Pricing should be further analysed  to include possible partnerships 

between Ms Azure and EU institutions. The scope of usage of an intelligent assistant for full 

deployment should be taken into consideration with statistics of portal usage and estimates of 

usage of the OPIA to give a full overview of the most suitable package from the price offerings.  










